This research has proposed applying, for the first time, the Taguchi method to optimize parameters of the FSS with crossed dipoles, so that the analyzed structures meet a desired frequency response. As analysis method, the improved method of the equivalent circuit [10] was chosen. The equivalent circuit of the crossed dipole is unprecedented. Numerical simulations were performed and a prototype was built and measured. The experimental and numerical results were compared in order to prove the effectiveness of the method.
II. CROSS DIPOLE MODELING USING THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT METHOD
The development of equivalent circuits for FSS structures starts with the representation of an infinite array of parallel conductive strips, developed by Marcuvitz [11] . He made the mathematical development of the circuit parameters, however, the first to apply the concept in FSS was Anderson [12] and subsequently Langley and Parker [13] , [14] and Lee and Langley [15] developed the method.
According to Marcuvitz the presence of a discontinuity in the structure, results in discontinuity in the fields of the propagating modes at the terminals of a given structure. Discontinuities of a voltagecurrent or field may be represented by a set of equivalent circuits [11] .
The theoretical determination of the parameters of the equivalent circuits require mathematical methods, which are within the microwave-engineering field. Generally, boundary conditions involve solutions or field problems. After the mathematical development on the boundary conditions, the parameters of an infinite array of parallel conducting strips are found.
A periodic array using crossed dipoles is shown in Fig. 1 . The periodic array of the crossed dipole has periodicity, p, dipole length, d, strip width, w, and spacing between two dipole arms, g. The shape of the crossed dipole allows separates into perpendicular and parallel conducting strips to the electric field. Parallel strips to the electric field are equivalent to an inductive element and the perpendicular strips to the electric field correspond to a capacitive element. Breaking apart the structure of the crossed dipole in vertical and horizontal strips, we obtain the configuration shown in Initially it was used for modeling the crossed dipole FSS a simple LC serial circuit as in array of square loops [13] , because of the similarity of how the strips can be separated. However, we observed that the curves of the transmitted power and the reflected power were symmetric and it does not match to the same measurement curves in accordance with the bandwidth and the resonance frequency.
In this article, the proposed equivalent circuit includes the influence of a capacitor in parallel to the LC branch, as shown in Fig. 3 . An important observation is not modify the main branch LC (L 1 C 1 ) because it is responsible for the resonant frequency and the configuration reject-band. Then, no element should be put in series or in parallel with C 1 or L 1 . The capacitor C 2 is in parallel with the branch L 1 -C 1 . In this configuration, the capacitor C 2 does not influence the resonant frequency, but will contribute with the bandwidth. The equivalent circuit for the proposed structure of the crossed dipole is based on the inductive reactance of width w, a capacitive susceptance derived from the spacing p  w and other susceptance derived from the spacing g. According to [11] the inductive reactance and the capacitive susceptance are reduced by a factor d/p due to the strips not be continuous. We noted that for a crossed dipole a finite conducting strip parallel to the electric field is not equivalent to an inductor, but in [16] , was demonstrated by Munk that for non-continuous periodic structures, these finite strips must be an associated capacitor. This alternative was used because of the observation that when the frequency is increased, the resonance frequency increased, and this effect was the opposite of what is observed in [16] . The Munk theory meets the need of the use of the factor d/p.
The equivalent circuit was implemented in Matlab and their coefficients were weighted empirically by the method of trying and error. These values were scaled to obtain a coherent bandwidth and resonant frequency.
The value of the inductive reactance of L 1 is calculated as:
The capacitive susceptance of C 1 is calculated as:
The capacitive susceptance of C 2 is responsible for the asymmetric configuration of the transmission and reception curves. This susceptance is formed by the sum of two other susceptances (B Cp-w and B Cg ) and is calculated as:
where, = 4 ( , , , )
and  are the incident angles of the plane wave and F(.) is a factor defined in [11 -15] .
The effective permittivity is:
where x = 10h/p, N is an exponential factor, which takes into account the slope of the curve. This parameter varies with the geometry of the element used in the unit cell of the FSS, as a function of the fill factor of the unit cell (metal part in the cell) and h is the thickness of the dielectric.
This circuit has an equivalent admittance equal to:
Finally, the transmission and reflection coefficients are calculated as:
III. VALIDATION OF THE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL
For validation of the proposed equivalent circuit, we used measurements obtained in [17] and [18] to compare with simulations obtained from the equivalent circuit for the cross dipole array. Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the numerical results obtained with the equivalent circuit model and measured results obtained in [17] . The dimensions of the structure are: w = 0.383 cm, d = 2.058 cm, p = 2.857 cm, g = 0.799,  r = 4.4, and h = 1.6 mm. To this structure was used an N = 1.15. The structure has a resonance at 5.35 GHz to the results obtained with the equivalent circuit model. The results of the measurements show that the resonance at 5.37 GHz, featuring -0.37% error with respect to resonance frequency. For the bandwidth (BW), the structure had a 680 MHz of BW for the results obtained with the equivalent circuit model. The measurement results show that BW is 700
MHz, featuring -2.86% error. . Comparison between equivalent circuit method and measured results obtained in [18] for p = 1.5 cm. Fig. 6 . Comparison between equivalent circuit method and measured results obtained in [18] for p = 2.0 cm.
IV. ORTHOGONAL ARRAYS
The Taguchi's method is based on orthogonal arrays (OA) that provide a good way to determine the optimized parameters. These parameters can be optimized with small number of experiments. The notation OA(N, K, s, t) is used to represent an orthogonal array in the Taguchi's method. The variable N is the number of rows in the array, K is the number of columns and s is the number of levels. The variable t is the strength. The K rows of an orthogonal array represent the parameters that need to be optimized and the N lines represent the amount of experiments will be conducted at each iteration of the method [9] .
An OA is a matrix A with N rows, K columns and with s entries, that have s levels and strength t (0 ≤ t ≤ K). The lines of the OA is a combination of levels of the parameters that should be optimized.
There are a balanced and fair selection of the parameters in all possible combinations. The OA has three properties that are fundamental for the implementation of Taguchi's method. First is the fractional factorial experiments, where the amount necessary to achieve the desired result is reduced.
Second property determines that all possible combinations of parameters occurs equally, which ensures a balanced and fair combination of levels, so all levels of a parameter are tested equally. Third property determines if one or more columns are deleted from an OA, the resulting matrix continues being an OA [9] .
In this study, the crossed dipole geometry is considered as unit cell of the FSS. This geometry has three parameters that should be optimized: the periodicity p, the length of the dipole d, and the width of the strip w, as can be seen in Fig. 1 . So, based on that information, the OA used is shown in Table I . 
V. TAGUCHI'S METHOD
The optimization process begins with the selection of a suitable Orthogonal Array and the fitness function or adaptive function. The selection of an OA depends mainly on the number of parameters being optimized. Fig. 7 illustrates the flowchart for implementing the Taguchi's method [9] .
At the first iteration the Level 2 is selected in the centre of optimizing range, as:
where min and max correspond to the lower and upper limits of optimization interval. Levels 1 and 3 are obtained by subtracting and adding, respectively, the value of Level 2 with a variable level difference (LD), as:
The level difference of the first iteration is determined by [9] : After determination of the input parameters' levels, the fitness function for each experiment can be calculated. So, the fitness function value is converted to signal to noise ratio () as [9] : η = −20 log(FF) dB (14) where FF is the fitness function.
The fitness function results are used to construct a response table for each iteration through signal to noise ratio average, for each parameter and level using:
The best level for each parameter is obtained from the response table. For each iteration the optimization interval is reduced until a convergence value. For this purpose, LD i is multiplied by a rate (rr) to obtain the level difference for the next iteration (i + 1):
where RR(i) is the reduction function. The value of rr may be adjusted between 0.5 and 1.0 depending on application. When a constant rr is used RR(i) = rr i . For bigger values of RR, the rate of convergence is more slower. The finish criteria for the optimization process is:
The convergence value can be between 0.001 and 0.01. The optimization process is finished when an adopted condition is satisfied [19] - [22] .
In some applications the solution of the optimization process are located near the optimization interval ends. In this case, to improve the performance of the Taguchi's Method the initial level difference (LD 1 ) is increased by 1.5 times, so that the optimization process has a greater range to find the best result.
We also need to treat the limits, because the optimization process may provide values out of the range established. In this case, when the level 2 of an iteration reaches the minimum value of the optimization range, the next iteration will have their values of level 1, level 2 and level 3 recalculated as:
where min is the minimum value of the optimization range.
On the other hand, if the value of level 2 reaches the maximum value of the optimization range, the levels will be recalculated as:
where max is the maximum value of the optimization range.
In this article we looked at the need to apply the treatment of limits adjustment to achieve satisfactory results.
VI. OPTIMIZATION
For the optimization purpose, the geometry of the FSS structure considered was the crossed dipole.
The parameters to be optimized are determined according to each FSS. In this geometry, the optimized parameters are the periodicity, p, the length of the loop, d, and the width of the strip, w.
The optimization process begins with the determination of OA and FF. The OA used was OA (9,3,3,2), because it is the appropriated OA for the crossed dipole. The FF is chosen according to the purpose of optimization. The FF used is:
where f ci and f cf are the lower and higher cutoff frequencies desired, respectively, and f ci 'and f cf ' are the lower and higher cutoff frequencies obtained, respectively. f r and f r 'are the resonant frequencies desired and obtained, respectively. We put a higher weight for the bandwidth than to resonant frequency.
The characterization of the FSS begins with the required parameters such as the bandwidth and resonant frequency. Once established the required parameters, a parametric analysis was performed using data obtained by Equivalent Circuit Method.
For all the parameters to be optimized, we define the optimization range within which the Taguchi's method will run and set the best value for each parameter. This range is consistent with our manufacturing limitations and are presented in Table 2 : Set optimization intervals and structure parameters, starts the optimization process by Taguchi's method. It is known that in first iteration, level 2 of each parameter is selected in the centre of the optimization range and levels 1 and 3 are calculated by adding and subtracting the value of level 2 with LD.
For example, calculating levels and LD for the parameter p we obtain: This is made for the other parameters d and w. Given the initial values of the parameters, the FF for each experiment can be obtained.
For each combination given in Table I , the equivalent circuit method is executed, the fitness function is calculated, and from (14), fitness values are converted to SNR.
After this, (15) is used to obtain a response table that group the SNR mean for the levels of eachparameter. After the first iteration we obtain the response table listed at Table III. In according with Table III , the best SNR for each parameter is: level 3 for p, level 2 for d, and level 1 for w. The highest S/N for each parameter of Table III corresponds to the optimal level for this parameter. These levels are considered as the level 2 values of the next iteration, so that the other levels (1 and 3) will be reset and recalculated.
The proposed FSS should have the frequency behavior that shows a bandwidth of 1 GHz (7.0 -8.0
GHz) and a resonance frequency of 7.48 GHz (geometric mean of 7.0 and 8.0 GHz). The optimization for the crossed dipole FSS met the termination criteria after 17 iterations of the method. We used a stop criteria of rr = 0.75 and a convergence value of 0.01. Fig. 8 illustrates the convergence curve for the periodicity, p. As we can see, at 17 iterations we obtain a convergence. Fig. 9 and 10 illustrates the convergence for d and w parameters. . After that, the FSS was built and measurement results were obtained using a Network Analyzer E5071C, for validation of the optimization technique. Fig. 11 illustrates the measurement setup and Fig. 12 illustrates the built FSS. Numerical and experimental results were compared as illustrated in Fig. 13 . We can observe a good agreement between the results. The bandwidth measured was 0.95 GHz while the desired was 1.00
GHz, an error of 5 %. The resonance frequency measured was 7.50 GHz and the desired was 7.48
GHz, an error of 0.26 %. Differences between simulated and measured results occurs because of the manufacturing process or the measurement environment. Fig. 13 . Comparison between simulated and measured results.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we present a new hybrid technique to optimize frequency selective surface parameters. This technique uses a combination of the Taguchi's method with the equivalent circuit method. The treatment of the limits was detailed. One geometry was considered in the analysis, the crossed dipole. A very fast convergence was observed in optimization. We have built and measured a
